
Luxembourg will host 2023 AIPC Annual Conference 

(Brussels) - AIPC – the Global Association of Convention Centres – announced that its 2023 

Annual Congress will take place in Luxembourg (July 16th- 19th 2023). 

The Conference will take place in the European Conference Center Luxembourg (ECCL).  Home to 

the European Council meetings, the ECCL is centrally located in the Business district of Luxembourg 

City with easy access to the city center and the airport thanks to the complimentary public transport 

system, in place since March 2020. 

The Convention Park Luxembourg is one of its distinctive features. As its centerpiece, the ECCL 

is surrounded by 785 walking distance hotel rooms, numerous restaurants, 2 museums, 

shopping facilities and a concert hall. 

The conference center has a large number of rooms and foyers offering plenty of choice for small 

or large high-profile business meetings, conferences, conventions, exhibitions and corporate events. 

The development of technical and technological equipment allows them to host three types of 

events: physical, hybrid, and 100% virtual. 

“We were very impressed by the design of the venue and the innovative approach the ECCL applies 

when mapping requirements and service offer, by creating a true partnership with AIPC and 

by involving all local stakeholders, said Sven Bossu, President of AIPC.  I am sure attending the 2023 

Annual Conference at the ECCL will be a unique experience, combining a high-quality programme 

with an equally high-quality setting. “ 

‘‘The ECCL is very proud to welcome in two years the Annual congress of the AIPC; It is a great 
opportunity for us to gather in our unique Convention center our peers showing our possibilities and 
know how. Take a seat, live the experience of European Ministers, enjoy our services, taste 
our gastronomy, discover our Grand Duchy … and go home with memories to share; We look forward 
to welcome you in 2023 ‘‘---- said Patrick Hoffnung ---- CEO European Convention Center Luxembourg. 

An interview with Patrick Hoffnung can be found here. 

About AIPC –The International Association of Convention Centres: Founded in 1958, AIPC is a global network 

of some 190 leading centres in 61 countries with the active involvement of more than 900 

management-level professionals. Its mission is to encourage, support and recognize excellence in convention 

centre management, based on the diverse experience and expertise of its international membership, and it 

maintains a full range of educational, research, networking and management standards programmes in 

order to achieve this. AIPC recognises and actively promotes the essential role of the international meetings 

industry in supporting economic, academic and professional development in communities where its members 

are located as well as enhancing global relations amongst diverse business and cultural interests worldwide.  

For more information, visit www.aipc.org or contact the AIPC Secretariat at secretariat@aipc.org 
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